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I’ve known Louis Jacobs for almost fifty years and have

learned to greatly value his wit (by which I mean both his

wonderfully unique sense of humor and his intelligent

astuteness). It has been both pleasure and privilege. This

brief contribution is an Hommage.

I first met Louis in Pakistan in 1975 at the Khaur Rest-

House on the Potwar Plateau. Lou (I still think of him as

such) was beginning his doctoral research as part of the

Dartmouth-Peshawar research group, which soon began

collaborating closely with a Yale-Geological Survey of Pakistan

group which I was coordinating. In the following couple of

years we began discussing the important role fossils play in

calibrating “molecular clocks” (the now widely accepted

proposal that genetic differences between species can be used

to make reasonable predictions about speciation times). These

discussions led to “Of mice and men” (Jacobs and Pilbeam,

1980) in which we urged closer collaboration between

paleontologists and molecular systematists. We focused in

particular on the important role of the increasingly abundant

murid fossil record, particularly as it was then believed to

document the divergence of Mus and Rattus.

When we were discussing and then sometime in 1979

writing the paper, the most common molecular approaches

involved immunological comparisons, protein sequencing,

and DNA-DNA hybridization. Each served as proxies for the

genomic difference (“distance”) between a pair of living

species. One contribution was particularly interesting to us

because it summarized the genetic distances, based on albumin

immunological and DNA-DNA hybridization differences,

both between Mus and Rattus and between Homo and Pan

(Sarich, 1972). For the two proxies, Mus-Rattus differences

were an order of magnitude greater than for Homo-Pan. At

that time, most paleoanthropologists accepted a date of 14

Ma or more for the divergence of Homo and Pan, while

Sarich and his colleague Allan Wilson (1967) proposed 5 Ma

for the human chimpanzee divergence. For the Mus-Rattus

divergence, Sarich (1972) inferred a date of 35 to 40 Ma,

rather than the fossil-based 8 to 14 Ma estimated in Jacobs

and Pilbeam (1980).

The genetic difference between genomes of two species

will be an average of the range of coalescent times (ages of

separation) of their different alleles (Edwards and Beerli,

2000), chromosomes (Patterson et al 2006), or arbitrarily-

selected DNA sequence “windows (Foley et al, 2023). These

times vary across the genome, so this average must be older

than the age of the splitting or speciation of the descendant

lineages (Patterson et al, 2006, well-explained in their Fig. 1).

Over the past six or more decades, there has been considerable

progress in understanding molecular evolutionary processes,

and gene sequences are now available for many mammal

species, along with a range of model approaches to using

such data and generating phylogenetic frameworks with age

estimates for splitting of ancestral lineages (for example,

Foley et al, 2023).

An important paper from the 1970’s (King and Wilson,

1975) emphasized that the genetic variation between sister

species has two components: variation within their common

ancestor before the lineages speciated; and a second portion,

differences accumulated along the diverging lineages. This

critical insight was developed more formally over the following

quarter century (for example, Edwards and Beerli, 2000),

emphasizing the difference between genomic divergence time

and population divergence in speciation or splitting time. In a

useful paper for paleontologists, Steiper and Young (2008)

drew attention to the significance of these differences.

Determining that a split has occurred requires recovering

fossils preserving hard-tissue features with clear apomorphies

showing a relationship to at least one of the lineages. Clearly,

even the oldest plausible member of a lineage will be

younger than split time, how much younger remaining
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unclear and effectively indeterminate. This splitting time will

of course also be younger than genomic divergence time.

The “earliest” acceptable fossil representative of a lineage

is used in a “phylogenetic” approach to estimating mutation

rates and speciation times. Formally, determining a mutation

rate per time interval would require using the averaged

genomic difference (distance) as numerator and the genomic

divergence time as denominator. But because divergence time

is unknown, the (unavoidably) younger population splitting

times are used in calculations. The denominator must therefore

be reduced and mutation rates over-estimated; they will be

least over-estimated if there is reason to believe that the

fossil record is a sufficiently reliable predictor of the splitting

times used in calculations. Taking a “phylogenetic” approach,

Nachman and Crowell (2000) used a range of fossil-based

estimates for the splitting time of humans and chimps, along

with estimates of ancestral effective population size (the

fraction of population reproducing), and estimated a human

mutation rate of ~2.5 × 10−8 mutations per nucleotide per

generation.

An important recent contribution to estimating mutation

rates has been the expanding use of “pedigree” studies in

living species. These involve the “trio” method in which

genomes of parents and offspring are sequenced to recognize

new mutations in offspring, hence determining mutation rates

per generation. Accumulating data, especially for primates,

show that mutation rates vary across species, with variation

based on different factors. The current consensus is that for

primates estimated mutation rates are low, on the order of

~10−8 per base pair per generation (Chintalapati and Moorjani,

2020). The best available data are for humans: ~1.2 × 10−8

base pairs per generation. Note that the phylogenetic approach

of Nachman and Crowell (2000) estimated a human mutation

rate twice as great. Using a human generation interval of ~30

years, Chintalapati and Moorjani (2020) estimated a human

mutation rate of 0.4 to 0.5 × 10−9 per base pair per year.

While there is not yet a completely stable estimate for

hominoid genomic divergence and populations splitting

times, Moorjani et al (2016) and Chintalapati and Moorjani

(2020) provide what are the current best estimates for the

Pan-Homo clade: a Pan/Homo divergence date of ~12.1 Ma

and a splitting time of 7.9 Ma (midpoint of estimate range

from 9.3 to 6.5 Ma). Around 8 Ma for the split between Pan

and Homo lineages is the best that can currently be offered,

not least because the fossil record of early hominins is poor

and contested. Murids present a clear contrast, with an

outstanding fossil record.

Using the murid fossil record as documented and interpreted

at the time, Jacobs and Pilbeam (1980) had proposed a Mus-

Rattus divergence time of between 8 and 14 Ma, based on

the assignment of species of Progonomys and Karnimata

respectively to Mus and Rattus lineages. A recent phylogenetic

analysis (Kimura et al, 2015) confirmed the Progonomys-Mus

relationship, but revised that of Karnimata to support a link

with Arvicanthis with Rattus now seen as more distantly

related to Mus and Arvicanthis.

The several decade-long campaign of intense screen-washing

by Lou and his colleagues (especially the late, greatly missed,

Will Downs) in the fossiliferous Miocene sequence of the

Potwar Plateau greatly expanded collections of small mammal

fossils (Jacobs and Flynn, 2005, Flynn et al, 2023, Flynn et

al, in prep.). Intense stratigraphic surveys and use of

paleomagnetic analyses made it possible to place most small-

mammal samples within 100,000 year-long bins (Flynn et al,

2023, Flynn et al, in prep.).

Sample sizes of murines in particular have steadily expanded,

as have analyses by Lou and his students and colleagues:

systematic, phylogenetic and functional analyses, along with

those of morphometrics and carbon and oxygen stable

isotopes of tooth enamel (Kimura et al, 2013a, 2013b, 2015,

2016, Aghova et al, 2018, Flynn et al, 2020, Kimura et al,

2021). For my purpose here the most relevant of these recent

analyses for calibrating clocks involves the detailed documentation

over several million years of the speciation of the murines

Progonomys and Karnimata, especially the recent work of

Dr. Yuri Kimura (Kimura et al, 2013a, 2016, Flynn et al

2020, Kimura et al 2021). The record is abundant with well-

dated specimens under excellent stratigraphic control, detailed

morphometric analyses making possible plausible systematic

and phylogenetic inferences (This material is likely to be

discussed in greater detail in other contributions to this

Festschrift.).

Good samples of Potwarmus and Antemus specimens document

the evolving stem lineage ancestral to Progonomys and

Karnimata, with good records between 15 and 12.5 Ma and

especially between 14.2 and 12.8 Ma; this is followed by a

sampling gap until the next good murine localities ranging in

age between 11.6 and 11.2 Ma, which specimens present a

very interesting pattern (Kimura et al. 2021). The most likely

interpretation is that a single species is represented, but one
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that is intriguingly variable. First molar patterns show continuous

variation but with end-members resembling respectively

Progonomys and Karnimata morphs. Other molars do not

show this pattern. Kimura et al, 2021, label this sample “Pre-

Progonomys, Indeterminate Progonomys-Karnimata grade”,

reflecting its morphological complexity and intermediacy, and

systematic ambiguity. Following the 11.2 Ma level there is

another fossil-free interval until the next good samples

starting at 10.5 Ma; by this time clear morphological differences

of the Progonomys and Karnimata lineages are present which

become even more marked by 9.2 Ma.

How is this interval between 12.5 and 10.5 Ma best interpreted,

during which Progonomys and Karnimata lineages separated

and then diverged? What might we be observing? The

sequence appears to document an ancestral species and its

subsequent split into descendant lineages. The separation of

these had definitely happened by 10.5 Ma, but until the

preceding 700 ka has been well sampled the best that can be

said with confidence is that splitting happened between 11.2

and 10.5 Ma. What might explain the intriguing variation

patterns seen in the “Pre-Progonomys, Indeterminate Progonomys-

Karnimata grade” taxon? One plausible scenario is that

speciation is being documented.

The first decades of this century saw continuing and expanding

interest in the speciation process (Harrison, 2012). A very

recent whole-genome analysis of 241 placental mammal

genomes (Foley et al, 2023) showed that for many splitting

events there was evidence of introgression (gene flow from

hybridization) in the early stages of lineage divergence. (The

phenomenon is also well-documented in plants as well as

animals: an example being a recent study (Zhou et al, 2017)

of introgression among Pine subspecies.) Conveniently for us,

introgression can also be observed in the house mouse, Mus

musculus, a well-studied model organism for phylogenetic

studies and not just for biomedical research -- and the descendant

of the Progonomys lineage.

The oldest specimen of the genus Mus recorded anywhere

is from an 8.0 Ma Potwar locality (Flynn et al, in prep.). Mus

musculus evolved over the last 3 million years (Lawal et al,

2022), giving rise during the most recent million years

(White et al, 2009) to three primary subspecies: (M. m.

domesticus native to Western Europe, M. m. musculus present

across Eastern Europe and Siberia, and M. m. castaneus

across South and Southeast Asia. (Lawal et al 2022). The

subspecies are well-supported genetically, but show considerable

introgression among them (Lawal et al 2022, White et al

2009). Of interest, given our necessary hard-tissue paleontological

approach, morphological differences in dentitions across the

subspecies are present (Darvish, 2008), offering an additional

perspective on variation seen in “Pre-Progonomys, Indeterminate

Progonomys-Karnimata grade”.

Hence, one plausible hypothesis, as noted by Kimura et al.

(2021) and Flynn et al (in prep.), is that the Potwar murine

record between 12 and 11 mya records a species that is in the

process of differentiating, subspecific lineages showing some

differences in tooth morphology while continuing to introgress

before the lineages “emerge” and differentiate as full species

(no doubt continuing exchanging genes). It is worth noting

that the degree of morphological differences between molars

of Mus musculus subspecies (Darvish, 2008) are equivalent

to those between the Progonomys and Karnimata morphs

observed between 12 and 11 Ma (Flynn, pers comm.) It is

unfortunate that there is still too little understanding of the

genomic determinants of hard-tissue phenotypic features, or

how these might be or might not be involved in the introgressed

fraction of genomes.

The history of the Progonomys and Karnimata lineages

provides one of highest quality mammalian fossil records

currently available for recognizing and addressing divergence

and split times; best estimates are a population separation/

splitting time around 11 Ma with a genomic divergence time

(averaged across the genome) around 12 Ma.

More such high-quality records are needed.
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As a final note, in recognition and thanks to Lou for his

contribution to my Festschrift (Jacobs and Flynn, 2005) I

echo and analogize the great American philosopher Lawrence

Peter Berra: “Always go to other people’s funerals; that way

they’ll come to yours.”
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